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We investigate the occurrence of steady-state multi-stability in a cavity system containing spin-
orbit coupled Bose-Einstein condensate and driven by a strong pump laser. The applied magnetic
field splits the Bose-Einstein condensate into pseudo-spin states, which then became momentum
sensitive with two counter propagating Raman lasers directly interacting with ultra-cold atoms.
After governing the steady-state dynamics for all associated subsystems, we show the emergence
of multi-stable behavior of cavity photon number, which is unlike with previous investigation on
cavity-atom systems. However, this multi-stability can be tuned with associated system parameters.
Further, we illustrate the occurrence of mixed-stability behavior for atomic population of the pseudo
spin-↑ amd spin-↓ states, which are appearing in so-called bi-unstable form. The collective behavior
of these atomic number states interestingly possesses a transitional interface among the population
of both spin states, which can be enhance and controlled by spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman field
effects. Furthermore, we illustrate the emergence of secondary interface mediated by increasing
the mechanical dissipation rate of the pseudo-spin states. These interfaces could be cause by the
non-trivial behavior of synthetic spin state mediated by cavity. Our findings are not only crucial for
the subject of optical switching, but also could provide foundation for future studies on mechanical
aspect of synthetic atomic states with cavity quantum electrodynamics.

Keywords: Cavity Quatnum Electrodynamics, Spin-Orbit Coupling, Bose-Einstein Condensate, Multi-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) – strong pho-
tonic modes confined in a highly reflective oppositely
facing mirrors – is appeared to be the fascinating tool
to generate coherent photonic interaction [1–4]. The in-
teraction of these confined and coherent optical modes
with other physical objects, like atoms and ultra-cold
atoms, further enhances the advantages of cavity QED
[5–7]. This combination of coherent atom-light interac-
tion has the ability to even practically test the foundation
of quantum computation [8, 9]. Further, the inclusion of
cold and ultra-cold atoms in the cavity QED (specially
in cavity-optomechanics where the mechanical effects of
light manipulates the motion of one end mirror(s)), pro-
vided another direction of multi-species (hybrid) cavity
QED [10]. The hybrid cavity QED led to the study of
Hamiltonian chaos [11], chaos induced quantum mechan-
ical localization [12, 13], atom induced optomechanical
cooling [14], multi-particle quantum entanglement [15–
18] and high-fidelity state transfer [19, 20]. Quantum
nonlinear optics with hybrid cavity QED further results
in the concept of multiple electromagnetically induced
transparencies [21–26]. The manipulation of synthetic
inter-atomic states of ultra-cold atoms in hybrid optome-
chanical systems lead to the further enhancements of hy-
brid cavity QED operations [27–29].
Meanwhile, the spin-orbit (SO-) coupling, a crucial re-

lation between the momentum of a quantum particle and
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its own spin [30–32], is proven to be the key tool to study
spin-Hall effect [33, 34] and topological insulators [35–38],
and is the subject of increasing investigations [39–42].
The recent demonstrations of SO-coupling Bose-Einstein
condensate (BEC) in optical cavities [43–45] and optome-
chanical systems, where the SO-coupling has been used
to cool the mechanical mirror [46], have provided basis
to manipulate photonic interactions at pseudo-spin state
level. The SO-coupling mediated dressed states inter-
actions in an optical cavity further led to the discovery
of topological states in the transmitting probe light [47].
However, in spite of these investigation, still a study on
steady-state stability behavior is desirable because it will
lead to the dynamical aspect of such hybrid systems.
In this paper, we demonstrated the opportunity to

achieved multi-stability in the steady-state behavior of
a cavity with SO-coupled BEC and driven by a single-
mode external pump laser. The externally interacting
magnetic field excites atomic pseudo-spin states and two
counter propagating Raman beams directly interact with
confined atomic modes in cavity resulting in SO-coupling
between magnetically engineered pseudo-spin states. We
compute steady-state behavior for all associated degrees
of freedom from quantum Langevin equations driven
from total Hamiltonian of the system. From governed
steady-state equations, show that the intra-cavity pho-
ton number not only possesses multiple stable states (or
multi-stable behavior) unlike previous studies, but it is
also tunable with other associated system parameters.
Further, we illustrate a unique and mixed stable and un-
stable behavior of steady-state atomic population in both
spin states because of the Raman process mediated SO-
coupling and Raman coupling. We also demonstrate the
dependence of both populations on each other by observ-
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FIG. 1. (a) The schematic diagram of a high-Q Fabry-Pérot
cavity containing spin-orbit coupled Bose-Einstein conden-
sate. A pump laser η (with frequency ωE) drives the cavity
exciting strong cavity mode, which then generates coupling
between cavity and trapped spin-orbit coupled Bose-Einstein
condensate. A bias magnetic field with strength B0 inter-
acts with the atomic states trapped along ŷ-axis causing Zee-
man splitting ~ωz between atomic pseudo states. While two
counter propagating Raman lasers interact transversely along
x̂-axis with atoms to generate spin-orbit coupling. (b) The
energy level excitation diagram illustrating the excitations in-
duced by the bias magnetic field B0 and counter propagating
Raman lasers.

ing their collective behavior versus external laser power.
We found an intersection between these atomic numbers
that could be because of the phase transition occurring
in dress states with SO-coupling. This feature can be
enhanced and controlled with associated parameters, es-
pecially with atomic mechanical damping.
The manuscript is organized as: Section II contains

the system modeling and details of mathematical calcu-
lations. Section III illustrates the results of steady-state
behavior of intra-cavity photon number. While the sec-
tion IV contains the results of multi-stability occurring in
the steady-state behavior of pseudo-spin states. Finally,
section V contains the conclusion of the study.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND

HAMILTONIAN

The N ≈ 1.8× 105 87Rb bosonic particles are trapped
in a high-Q Fabry-Pérot cavity having length L ≈ 12.5×
10−3m, see Fig.1(a) [48–51]. External pump laser with

frequency ωE and strength |η| =
√

P × κ/~ωE, where P
is the power, drives the cavity generating a strong cavity
mode ωc ≈ 1.9× 2πGHz having detuning ∆c = ωE − ωc

and decay rate κ. The 10G of a bias magnetic field
B0 interacts with ultra-cold atoms trapped inside cav-
ity and produces a Zeeman splitting ~ωz under condition

|ωz/κ| >> 1 [43]. After that, in order to generate SO-
coupling, two counter propagating Raman lasers (ωR and
ωR+δωR), having wavelength λ = 804.1nm and detuning
δ = 1.6ER [32], transversely excite atoms along x̂-axis. It
yields in the coupling between two internal pseudo-spin
states, within the spectrum of 5S1/2, of ultra-cold atoms
(| ↑〉 = |F = 2,mF = 0〉 and | ↓〉 = |F = 2,mF = −1〉)
at electronic manifold F = 2, see Fig. 1(b). We se-
lected these particular parametric values from the recent
and available experimental studies [48–50] in literature
to make our findings experimentally feasible. But our
findings could be valid for a range of selected parametric
values crucially depending upon the coupling strengths.
The total Hamiltonian of the considered system, with

adiabatic and rotating-wave approximation [32, 44–46],
reads as,

Ĥ =

∫

drrrψ̂†ψ̂†ψ̂†(rrr)

(

Ĥ0 + VLat

)

ψ̂̂ψ̂ψ(rrr)

+
1

2

∫

drrr
∑

σ,σ́

Uσ,σ́ψ̂
†
σ(rrr)ψ̂

†
σ́(rrr)ψ̂σ́(rrr)ψ̂σ(rrr)

+ ~∆cĉ
†ĉ− i~η(ĉ− ĉ†). (1)

Here ψ̂̂ψ̂ψ = [ψ̂↑, ψ̂↓]
T represents the bosonic field operators

corresponding to atomic pseudo-spin states | ↑〉 and | ↓〉.
Ĥ0 = ~

2kkk2σ0/2ma + α̃kxσy + δ
2
σy + Ωz

2
σz is the single

particle Hamiltonian accommodating spin-orbit interac-
tions with strength α̃ = ER/kL. Here δ = −gµBBz

is the Raman detuning and Ωz = −gµBBy is the Ra-
man coupling corresponding to the magnetic field effects
along the ẑ and ŷ-axis, respectively [32, 46]. The quasi-
momentum is in one-dimension kkk = [kx, 0, 0] because of
the one dimensional SO-coupling occurring along x̂-axis.
σx,y,z represents Pauli matrices with unit matrix σ0. The
two-dimensional lattice potential induced by the longi-
tudinal (cavity mode driven by pump laser) and trans-
verse (counter propagating Raman beans) fields reads as
VLat = ~ĉ†ĉU0[cos

2(kx) + cos2(ky)] [46], where ĉ and
ĉ† correspond to the annihilation and creation opera-
tor of cavity mode with wave number k, respectively.
U0 = g20/∆a corresponds to the potential depth defined
by the Rabi oscillations g0 and cavity-atomic detuning
∆a [46]. The atom-atom interaction can be defined by
Uσ,σ́ = 4πa2σ,σ́~

2/ma, where aσ,σ́ is the s-wave scatter-
ing. Last two terms correspond to the intra-cavity opti-
cal mode and its relation with pump drive, respectively,
as mentioned before.
We assume that the intra-species and inter-species in-

teractions of pseudo-spin state as U↑,↑ = U↓,↓ = U and
U↑,↓ = U↓,↑ = εU , respectively, with laser configuration
parameter ε [32, 46]. After that, we insert plane-wave

ansatz ψ̂̂ψ̂ψ(r) = eikrϕ̂̂ϕ̂ϕ, with ϕ̂̂ϕ̂ϕ = [ϕ̂↑, ϕ̂↓]
T , to the bosonic

wave-function and evaluate the corresponding integral.
By using normalization condition |ϕ̂↑|2 + |ϕ̂↓|2 = N , we
derive the quantum Langevin equations [46, 51] to incor-
porate associated damping and noises with the cavity-
atom system.
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dĉ

dt
= ˙̂c = (i∆− iGϕ̂†ϕ̂ϕ̂†ϕ̂ϕ̂†ϕ̂− κ)ĉ+ η +

√
2κĉin, (2)

dϕ̂̂ϕ̂ϕ

dt
= ˙̂ϕ̂ϕ̂ϕ= (

Ωσ0
2

+ α̃kxkxkxσy +
δ

2
σy +

Ωz

2
σz − γ +Gĉ†ĉ)ϕ̂̂ϕ̂ϕ

+
1

2
Uϕ̂̂ϕ̂ϕ†ϕ̂̂ϕ̂ϕϕ̂̂ϕ̂ϕ+

1

2
εUϕ̂†

σϕ̂σ́ϕ̂σ +
√
γfa. (3)

Here σ, σ́ ∈ {↑, ↓} and κ corresponds to the intra-cavity

photonic decay rate. ∆̃ = ∆c − NU0/2 is the ef-
fective atom-cavity detuning and ĉin represents associ-
ated Markovian input noise associated with cavity mode,
with zero-average 〈ĉin(t)〉 = 0 over delta-correlation

〈ĉin(t)ĉ†in(t́)〉 = δ(t−t́) defined over the condition ~ωc >>
kBT [52]. The external harmonic trapping potential for
atomic mode , which we ignored previously as it is as-
sumed to be spin independent, cause the atomic mo-
tional damping. γ corresponds to pseudo states damping

and f̂a is the associated Markovian noise operators with

delta-correlation 〈f̂a(t)f̂ †
a(t́)〉 = δ(t − t́) with condition

~Ω >> kBT .
Further, ga = ωc

L

√

~/mbec4ωr is the atom cavity cou-
pling, with effective recoil frequency Ω = 4ωr and mass
mbec = ℏω2

c/(L
2U2

0ωr) [46, 51]. By using the definitions
of Pauli matrices, the quantum Langevin equations will
read as,

dĉ

dt
= ˙̂c = (i∆− iG(ϕ̂†

↑ϕ̂↑ + ϕ̂†
↓ϕ̂↓)− κ)ĉ+ η +

√
2κĉin (4)

d

dt

(

ϕ̂↑

ϕ̂↓

)

=

(

Ω
2
+ Ωz

2
+Gĉ†ĉ+ 1

2
UN − γ +

√
γfa −i(α+ δ

2
) + 1

2
U(ε− 1)ϕ̂†

↓ϕ̂↑

i(α+ δ
2
) + 1

2
U(ε− 1)ϕ̂†

↑ϕ̂↓
Ω
2
− Ωz

2
+Gĉ†ĉ+ 1

2
UN − γ +

√
γfa

)

(

ϕ̂↑

ϕ̂↓

)

, (5)

where, α = α̃kxkxkx. The quantum Langevin equations men-
tion above are responsible for governing the dynamics of
collective system and are crucially important.
Steady-state behavior of any complex and hybrid sys-

tem is crucially important in order to develop the whole
picture. In this study, we are going to govern and discuss
the steady-state dynamics of each associated sub-system
in our setup. The steady-state behavior is obtained
by assuming subsystems as classical variables (that is
why we omit the motion of hat from variables) and
by putting time-derivative equals to zero in Quantum
Langevin equations, which will then read as,

cs =
η

κ+ i
(

∆+G(ϕ†
↑ϕ↑ + ϕ†

↓ϕ↓)
)
, (6)

ϕ↑,↓ =
(±α∓ δ

2
)ϕ↓,↑

Ω±iΩz

2
+Gc†scs +

1
4
UN(ε+ 1)− γ

, (7)

ϕ†
↑,↓ =

(±α∓ δ
2
)ϕ†

↓,↑

Ω∓iΩz

2
+Gc†scs +

1
4
UN(ε+ 1)− γ

. (8)

The total number of steady-state photons inside the cav-
ity can be defined as |c†scs| = ns. Further, by assuming
the total number bosonic particles in atomic pseudo-spin

state ↑ and ↓ as |ϕ†
↑ϕ↑| = N↑ and |ϕ†

↓ϕ↓| = N↓, respec-
tively, one can rewrite the steady-state equations as,

ns =
η2

κ2 +
(

∆+G(N↑ +N↓)
)2
, (9)

N↑ =
(α− δ

2
)2N↓

(

Ω
2
+Gns +

1
4
UN(ε+ 1)− γ

)2
+
(

Ωz

2

)2
, (10)

N↓ =
(α− δ

2
)2N↑

(

Ω
2
+Gns +

1
4
UN(ε+ 1)− γ

)2
+
(

Ωz

2

)2
. (11)

Here, one can note that if we solve Eqs. 10 and 11, then
we will get a similar steady-state response for atomic
number in both pseudo-spin states. The reason is the
same coupling parameter between atoms and cavity be-
cause both atomic states are interacting with same cavity
mode. If we consider different strengths of cavity-atom
coupling, then obviously response will be different.

III. MULTI-STABLITY OF INTRA-CAVITY

PHOTON NUMBER

In absence of SO-coupling α and Zeeman field effects
Ωz and δ, the steady-state response of the system will be
almost same as in cavity atomic-optomechanical system
[11, 27], which will be in the form of bistable states. The
bistable behavior of such systems have extensively stud-
ied in literature and that is the reason of not discussing
such behavior here. But in presence of SO-coupling
and Zeeman field effects, the steady-state dynamics will
dramatically change because now system does not have
only cavity-atom coupling G but its pseudo-spin states
are also SO-coupled with Zeeman field effects. As the
Zeeman field induced pseudo-spin states are acting like
two different species whose angular momentum is cou-
pled with each other in presence of cavity-atom coupling,
therefore, the steady-state dynamics will illustrate dif-
ferent behavior than previous investigations, where it is
simply bistable. Here, in our case, it is appeared to be
multi-stable (having more than two stable states) as il-
lustrated in Fig.2, where intra-cavity photon number is
plotted versus normalized external pump field coupling
η/κ.
One can note in Fig.2(a) that the steady-state cav-
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. The steady-state behavior of cavity photon number
ns as a function of normalized external pump laser intensity
η/κ for different cavity-atom couplings G (a) and spin-orbit
coupling strengths α (b). In (a), the black, blue, and red
curves correspond G = 0.5Ω, 0.7Ω and 1.0Ω, respectively,
at α = 2.0γ. While in (b), the black, blue, and red curves
correspond α = 0.0γ, 1.5γ and 2.0γ, respectively, at G =
0.7Ω. The pseudo-spin states are considered with frequency
Ω ≈ 19×2πkHz. While the other parametric are considered as
Ωz = 0.5Ω, δ = 0, U/Ω = 5.5, ∆ = 2.5κ, and κ ≈ 1.3×2πMHz
[49, 50].

ity photon number ns possesses multiple stable states
at fixed SO-coupling α = 2.0γ. More precisely saying,
it contains three stable and two unstable states. The
two unstable states correspond to two saddle points rep-
resenting the occurrence of higher order nonlinearities or
chaos in the system. One can some-how say that at these
unstable states, cavity photon number ns following un-
predictable and chaotic behavior. The three stable states
determine where the ns is predictable and provide us the
parametric opportunity to operate system in a stable do-
main. If we increase the strength of cavity-atom coupling,
then these multi-stable states are appeared to be mov-
ing towards low photon number domain and enlarging
towards higher intensities of external pump drive, as can
be seen by blue and red curves in Fig.2(a). It means that
the increase in G shrinks the total number photon in the
steady-state, which is obvious as in strong coupling do-
main more photons are used in tightly binding the cavity
mode. Similarly, if we keep the cavity-atom coupling con-
stant and change the SO-coupling, then one can observe
the transformation of steady-state cavity photon number
from bistable dynamics to multi-stable behavior, as can
be seen in Fig.2(b), where G = 0.7Ω is kept constant and
α is being changed. It can be seen that in absence of
SO-coupling, photon number follows bistable curvature
(see black curve in Fig.2(b)). But when we apply and
increase SO-coupling α, the cavity photon number shifts
from bistable to multi-stable behavior, as illustrated by

blue and red curves in Fig.2(b), where α = 1.5γ and
α = 2.0γ, respectively. The reason, as mentioned pre-
viously, is that the pseudo-spin states are now acting as
two different entities not only coupled with each other
via SO-interactions but also coupled with cavity mode.
Thus, these results provide evidence for the occurrence
of multi-stability in ns in presence of SO-coupled atomic
states.
However, these multi-stable dynamics crucially de-

pends on the other system parameters, as illustrated in
Fig.3. The presence and increase in Raman coupling
Ωz is appeared to be first minimizing domain of multi-
stability over the external pump intensity η and then,
at larger values, suppressing the effects of multi-stability,
as illustrated by the blue and red curves of Fig.3(a). It
is because, at higher values of Raman coupling Ωz, the
atomic pseudo states become more separated with each
other yielding in more strong Zeeman field interaction
[32], which likewise to cavity-atom coupling results in
the suppression of multi-stable photonic modes. This fea-
ture could be crucial for performing parametric optical
switching in with our system. However, it also critically
depends on the strength of SO-coupling. In case of Ra-
man detuning δ, the difference between photon number
in different stable states is being increased with decreased
in Raman detuning δ, as can be seen in Fig.3(b). The
black, blue, and red curves represent Raman detuning
δ = +1κ, δ = 0κ and δ = −1κ, respectively. The de-
creasing in δ minimizes the gap-splitting between energy
levels resulting in freeing more photons to add-up to the
photonic stable states. It can also be related with asym-
metric behavior of eigen energy spectrum of SO-coupled
BEC [46].
Further, similarly like Ωz and cavity-atom coupling G,

the strength of inter-species (interaction between differ-
ent pseudo-spin states) also suppresses the multi-stability
photon number, as shown in Fig.3(c). The reason is
again the same because with higher inter-species inter-
action values, both pseudo-spin states more interactive
with each other suppressing the number of photons in
the stable states. In Fig.3(d), one can observe the in-
fluence of the ratio between cavity decay rate and dis-
sipation associated with atomic degrees fo freedom κ/γ.
The decrease in κ/γ means that the atomic dissipation
is being increase as compared to cavity decay rate, as il-
lustrated by black, blue, and red curves where κ/γ > 1,
κ = 1γ and κ < 1γ, respectively. It is obvious because
the atomic mechanical dissipation will directly contribute
to the photonic number ns inside cavity, which will re-
sult in stable states with higher photon number. The
dependence of multi-stability over all these parameters is
not only crucial but also provides the controlability over
steady-state dynamics [27].
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 3. The steady-state cavity photon number ns as a function of η/κ at constant G = 0.7Ω and α = 2.0γ. Here (a) contains
the effects of Raman coupling Ωz , while (b), (c) and (d) illustrate the influences of Raman detuning δ, inter-species interaction
strength ǫ, and cavity decay rate κ, respectively. The other parameters used in calculations are same as in Fig.2.

IV. MULTI-STABLITY ANALYSIS OF

PSEUDO-SPIN STATES

So-far we discussed the multi-stability of cavity photon
number, but it is also very significant to investigate the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. The steady-state atomic number of pseudo spin-↑
state N↑ as a function of η/κ under influence of cavity-atom
couplings G (a) and spin-orbit coupling strengths α (b). In
(a), the black, blue, and red curves correspond G = 1.5Ω,
2.0Ω and 2.5Ω, respectively, at α = 2.0γ. While in (b), the
black, blue, and red curves represent α = 2.5γ, 3.0γ and
3.5γ, respectively, at G = 2.0Ω. The other parameters used
in calculations are same as in Fig.2.

steady-state behavior of atomic number (or bosonic par-
ticle number) of pseudo-spin states N↑ and N↓. In this
section, we will perform the stability analysis of atomic
number in pseudo-spin states. The steady-state behavior
ofN↑ andN↓ is appeared to different from the behavior of
steady-state photon number. But, interestingly, it is also
quite different from conventional atom-optomechanical
systems, as illustrated in Fig.4. Here, it should be noted
that we just illustrated the results of pseudo spin-↑ state
because behavior spin-↓ state will exactly be likewise.
However, later we will also discuss the combined steady-
state spectrum of the pseudo spin-↑ and spin-↓.
By analyzing Fig.4, one can note that the steady-state

N↑ possesses one stable while two unstable states, which
is quite unusual as compared to the previous studies. The
reason behind this is the SO-interaction of pseudo-spin
states of atomic degree of freedom. On one-side, these
pseudo states are coupled with the cavity mode, which
one the other-side they are mutually coupled with each
other via SO-coupling. Because of the cavity-atom cou-
pling G, the both pseudo states possess multi-stable be-
havior, but the stability behavior is also depending on
the SO-coupling, which is generating coupling between
pseudo states. It can be easily imagined by consider-
ing three balls which are mutually coupled with other.
Whenever the state of one ball will be changed, it will
affect the state of all balls. In previous cases, if there are
multiple degrees of freedom in a cavity then they were
coupled with each other via cavity field, not by directly
with each other. However, we will further analyze this
behavior later in this manuscript. Here, we will see the
effects of different system parameter on steady-state be-
havior of N↑.
The increase in both cavity-atom coupling G and SO-

coupling α appear to be enhancing population in spin-↑
state towards the intensity of external pump laser, as il-
lustrated by the black, blue, and red curves of Figs.4(a)
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 5. The steady-state population N↑ of atomic pseudo spin-↑ state versus normalized η/κ under the effects of cavity-decay
rate κ (a), Raman detuning δ (b) and inter-species interactions ǫ (c). In (a), the black, blue, and red curves represent κ/γ = 11,
κ/γ = 1 and κ/γ = 0.5, respectively. In (b), the black, blue, and red curves correspond to δ = +1κ, δ = 0κ and δ = −1κ,
respectively, while in (c) the black, blue, and red curves represent ǫ = 0.0U , ǫ = 0.1U and ǫ = 0.2U , respectively. The remaining
parameters used are same as in Fig.2.

and 4(b). However, total population N↑ is remained
same. It is because both G and α are strengthening
the coupling of pseudo states with cavity mode, which
makes them more dependent on the intensity of external
drive. It eventually increases the mechanical effects of
light on pseudo-spin states causing stable and unstable
state to move further with external drive intensity, while
the total population remains the same. These results
could be referred as bi-unstable states because of the so-
called two unstable and one stable state. Similarly, other
system parameters will also alter the steady-state behav-
ior of atomic population in spin-↑ state, as illustrated
in Fig.5. The decrease in the ratio between cavity decay
rate and atomic damping κ/γ is yielding in strengthening
the bi-unstable states towards external pump laser inten-
sity similar to the photon number case, as illustrated in
Fig.5(a). The reason behind this is same that the in-
crease in atomic damping is appearing as contribution
to the atomic population. But interestingly here, the
atomic population N↑ is initially low, with low κ/γ, but
appeared to be increasing with increase in η.
However, the change in Raman detuning will dramat-

ically alter the steady-state behavior. When the δ = 0κ,
the steady-state atomic population N↑ possesses mini-
mum values but when we move δ from symmetric to
asymmetric case, then the population N↑ is significantly
enhancing in bi-unstable states, as can be seen by the
blue and red curves of Fig.5(b), where δ = +κ and
δ = −1κ, respectively. The reason of it the occurrence
of asymmetric shift in phase transition of atomic pseudo-
spin states releasing more particle to bi-unstable states
and these effects are appeared to be more prominent in
negative phase shift case δ = −1κ. However, inter-species
interaction of pseudo states is showing similar effects on
bi-stable states of N↑ as it is showing on intra-cavity pho-
ton number state ns, as illustrated in Fig.5(c). The rea-
son is also the same as more interactive pseudo-states re-
sults in less unstable particles in bi-stable atomic states.
These results not only provide the evidence for the occur-
rence of bi-unstability but also illustrate the parametric
controllability of the steady-state behavior.
In order to further explore the steady-state dynamics

of atomic population in different pseudo-spin states, we

plot N↑ and N↓ together against normalized η/κ, as illus-
trated in Fig.6. One can note the emergence of transac-
tion between steady-state N↑ and N↓. It clearly indicates
that the atomic modes are possessing phase transition be-
tween spin-↑ and spin-↓ states. It could also be reason
of having one state and two unstable states in previous
results because another stable state is appeared to be
coupled with other population of other pseudo-spin state.

G = 1.5 

G =

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. The combined steady-state population N↑ and N↓,
atomic pseudo spin-↑ and spin-↓ states, respectively, versus
normalized η/κ with respect to the cavity-atom coupling G.
In (a), G = 1.5Ω, while in (b) G = 8.5Ω at α = 2.0γ. Here
the reddish curvature indicates the stability dynamics of N↑,
while yellowish curvature corresponds to the population N↓.
The remaining parameters used in numerical calculation are
same as in Fig.2.
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Ωz = 0.5 Ω Ωz = 1.5 Ω Ωz = 2.0 Ω

α = 0.0 γ α = 2.0 γ α = 4.0 γ
(a) (b) (c)

(d) (�� ���

FIG. 7. The collective dynamics of population N↑ and N↓ versus normalized η/κ with respect to the SO-coupling α (a-c) and
Raman coupling Ωz (d-f). α = 0.0γ, α = 2.0γ and α = 4.0γ are using in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. While Ωz = 0.5Ω,
Ωz = 1.5Ω and Ωz = 2.0Ω are using in (d), (e) and (f), respectively. The other parameters are same as in Fig.2.

The reason behind this is of course the SO-coupling be-
tween these sub-atomic states that is inducing another
unstable state (instead of a stable state) in the pseudo
state with opposite spin. In other words, the mechanical
effects of light produce by the cavity mode are initially
induced bistable states for atomic population but later
the SO-coupling between pseudo states is converting one
stable state to unstable. This type of cavity mediated
SO-interaction in ultra-cold atoms are very crucial in or-
der to bringing our new physics of multi-species hybrid
interaction and has subject of various recent investiga-
tion [47]. If we increase the cavity-atom coupling, the
transitional interface between N↑ and N↓ is appeared to
be moving up at higher external pump laser intensities,
as illustrated in Figs.6(a) and 6(b), where G = 1.5Ω is
moved to G = 8.5Ω. It is obvious because the strength
of cavity mode, causing the coupling between cavity and
atoms, is directly proportional to the intensity of external
pump. However, these all features crucially depends on
other associated system parameter, which we are going
discuss next in the manuscript.
As the strength of SO-coupling α and Zeeman field ef-

fect induced Raman coupling Ωz are both responsible for
the splitting and creation of atomic pseudo-spin states,
which are main reason for the alterations appearing in
steady-state dynamics of both cavity mode and atomic
pseudo states. Therefore, it is important to see the col-
lective behavior of these pseudo spin spin-↑ and spin-↓
states under SO-coupling α and Raman coupling Ωz, as
illustrated in Figs.7(a-c) and 7(d-f), respectively. One
can easily observe that, in the absence of SO-coupling
α = 0, the population in both state N↑ and N↓ illustrate
similar behavior and remain zero with respect to external
pump intensity, see Fig.7(a). It is obvious because in this
configuration, there are no pseudo-spin states and BEC
is acting as a single entity. However, when we start ap-
plying and increasing the SO-coupling α, the intersection

betweenN↑ andN↓ versus η starts appearing, similarly as
illustrated in Fig.6. At lower strengths of α, that transi-
tional connection is occurring at lower population values.
However, when we increase α, it is shifted to higher values
of N↑ and N↓, as illustrated in Figs.7(b) and 7(c), where
α = 2.0γ and α = 4.0γ, respectively. The justification is
same as given in one-dimensional case that at higher val-
ues of α, the stable states saturate to higher population
because now more atoms are interacting with not only α
but also with G. In other words, at higher α more atoms
are vulnerable to the mechanical effects of light. Simi-
lar to the one-dimensional case, the Raman coupling Ωz

here is appeared to be suppressing the number of atoms
in pseudo-spin states, as illustrated in Figs.7(d-f), where
Ωz = 0.5Ω, Ωz = 1.5Ω and Ωz = 2.0Ω, respectively. Not
only N↑ and N↓ are appearing to be saturating at lower
values but the intersection between N↑ and N↓ is also
being transferred to low atomic number domain. The
reason, as mentioned earlier, is the higher order splitting
between pseudo spin-↑ and spin-↓ state with higher Zee-
man field effects resulting in less atomic bound among
pseudo states. In other words, at higher Zeeman field
effects, the SO-interaction dominates the mechanical ef-
fects of light and that is why less atomic population will
be influenced by the external pump laser intensity.
Moving further, the ratio between cavity decay rate

and atomic damping κ/γ also dramatically alters the
steady-state atomic number pseudo spin-↑ and spin-↓
states, as shown in Figs.8(a-c), where κ/γ = 5.0, κ/γ =
1.0 and κ/γ = 0.5, respectively. One can note that when
we increase the value of atomic dissipation γ while keep-
ing the cavity decay rate κ constant, then γ is appeared
to be contributing to interactions between atomic spin-↑
and spin-↓ states. It results in the appears of another
transitional interface between atomic population N↑ and
N↓, which is indeed very interesting. It is similar to the
appearance of amplification of probe light transparency
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κ/γ = 5.0 κ/γ = 1.0 κ/γ = 0.5

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 8. The collective dynamics of N↑ and N↓ with respect to normalized η/κ under influence of the ratio between cavity decay
rate and atomic damping κ/γ. (a-c) correspond to the ratio of cavity decay rate and atomic damping κ/γ = 5.0, κ/γ = 1.0
and κ/γ = 0.5, respectively. The remaining parameters are same as in Fig.2.

from SO-coupled BEC case, see reference [47], where
atomic dissipation is appearing as gain to probe light.
This phenomenon also led to the creation of topologi-
cal edge state in transmitted bulk mode of probe light,
as discussed in same study [47]. Thus, the appearance
of secondary transitional interface between the atomic
population N↑ and N↓ could be because (or cause) of
the occurrence of non-trivial phase transitions of pseudo
atomic spin states, and it could provide the foundation
for multiple studies in this direction.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we demonstrate multi-stable steady-
state behavior of a cavity with spin-orbit coupled Bose-
Einstein condensate. After governing steady-state dy-
namics, we illustrate multi-stability, with multiple sta-
ble and unstable states, of cavity photon number con-
trollable with system parameters. Such controllable op-
tical switching between stable and unstable states is
highly crucial for modern optical devices. Further, we
discuss the occurrence of similar multi-stability for the
atomic population in each pseudo-spin state and show
that atomic population possesses two unstable (so-called

bi-unstable) states corresponding to external pump drive.
The population of spin states is appeared to be also de-
pending on each other because of the emerging transi-
tional interface between both number when we observe
them collectively. That unique feature becomes fur-
ther crucial when another interface appears between spin
state population by increasing atomic mechanical damp-
ing rate higher than the cavity decay rate. This could
correspond to the non-trivial optical interactions of SO-
coupled BEC inside cavity [47]. The study not only pro-
vides another direction to talk about optical switching
between multiple stable and unstable states, but it is
also crucial for steady-states interaction between differ-
ent atomic synthetic states.
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